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Review Books Classics): 

0 of 0 review helpful Terrific Story A great read By Henry Martinez Pushkin is noted as one of if not Russia s greatest 
writers It s my first Pushkin book and I couldn t put it down Pushkin writes this in a way that although set in the 18th 
century the language and the story could in many ways be in the modern era His writing flows wells and while not 
over wordy he gives you just the right of amount of words desc An NYRB Classics OriginalAlexander Pushkin rsquo 
s short novel is set during the reign of Catherine the Great when the Cossacks rose up in rebellion against the Russian 
empress Presented as the memoir of Pyotr Grinyov a nobleman The Captain rsquo s Daughter tells how as a feckless 
youth and fledgling officer Grinyov was sent from St Petersburg to serve in faraway southern Russia Traveling to take 
up this new post Grinyov loses his shirt gambling a Honorable Mention for the MLA Lois Roth Translation Prize 
Alexander Pushkin rsquo s classic tale The Captain rsquo s Daughter set in the reign of Catherine the Great appears 
here in a witty and engaging version that brings the Russian author 
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